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Chapterr  4 

Constraintt Propagation Algorithms 

4.11 Introductio n 

4.1.11 Motivation s 

Inn general, satisfying a constraint problem means computing a solution to it. 
CSPss can be so satisfied by a generate-and-test procedure: each possible combi-
nationn of assignments is generated and tested against the given constraints. More 
refinedd strategies rely on the backtracking method: variables are instantiated 
sequentially;; when a partial assignment is found inconsistent with a constraint, 
backtrackingg is performed to the last instantiated variable and, if possible, an-
otherr value gets assigned to it. There are several variations of this basic form 
off  backtracking, for instance see [BacOl, KvB97]. However, the run-time per-
formancee of backtracking is in general exponential for most CSPs, see [Kum92]. 
Inn [KvB97], the authors propose a theoretical comparison of backtracking algo-
rithmss for CSPs, based on a graph representation of these and on the number of 
visitedd nodes and edges. 

Whatt emerges from the analysis of the basic backtracking algorithm is that 
thee reason for its poor performance is due to "trashing": search keeps failing on 
thee same type of subspace of the solution search space. Constraint propagation 
algorithmss attempt to tackle this problem in various ways. For instance, con-
straintt propagation algorithms, known as arc consistency algorithms, prune a 
CSP'ss domains from values that are inconsistent with the binary constraints of 
thee CSP. Others, known as path consistency algorithms, prune inconsistent values 
fromm binary constraints of CSPs. 

4.1.22 Outlin e 

Inn this chapter, we present various algorithms for constraint propagation, and 
makee use of the SGI schema (see Chapter 3) to explain these algorithms: by 
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representingg them as instances of SGI  or one of its variations; by analysing them, 
applyingg the theoretical results studied in Chapter 3. 

Instantiation .. Every time we need to represent an algorithm as an instance of 
SGI,, we need to specify for SGI: 

 an appropriate set, 

 functions and a suitable partial order on the function domain, or on an 
equivalentt set (see Subsection 3.4.3), 

 the update operator, which is in charge of returning the necessary functions 
too iterate in SGI. 

Analysis.. Thus the general results obtained for SGI  and its variations are used 
too analyse constraint propagation algorithms. For instance, inflationarity of func-
tionss is related to termination of algorithms and the absence of backtracking. 
Stationarityy (see Definition 3.4.8) explain why some algorithms do not repeat the 
samee kind of pruning. But these are still too general statements; let us try to 
specialisee and clarify them in the context of the algorithms in this chapter. 

Classification.. Constraint propagation algorithms differentiate for the way and 
thee type of pruning they perform on CSPs: i.e., in the terminology of Chapter 3, 
theyy correspond to different domain functions (see p. 23) or constraint functions 
(seee p. 24). Thus a first broad classification separates constraint propagation algo-
rithmss according to this criterion; the sections of the present chapter correspond 
too the different constraint propagation classes that so emerge. 

Sectionn 4.2 is dedicated to the so-called arc and hyper-arc consistency algo-
rithms;; the SGI schema of Chapter 3 explains how those algorithms remove values 
fromm domains, and how the effects of the removals are propagated. In Section 4.3, 
wee describe and study the so-called path consistency algorithms by means of SGI; 
thee analysis there conducted also highlights how inconsistencies, at the level of 
binaryy constraints, are inferred and propagated along a 2-constraint ordering on 
thee problem (see Subsection 2.5.2). Sections 4.4 and 4.5 deal with generalisa-
tionss of the above algorithm classes; again, the SGI  schema is sufficiently general 
too cover also these cases, and explain how pruning is performed (via functions) 
andd propagation of inconsistencies is carried over (in particular, via the update 
operator). . 

Separation.. A further, subtler analysis detects how each algorithm of a given 
classs enforces and reaches its level of consistency, and so differentiates such an 
algorithmm from the others that pertain to the same class. For instance, in Sec-
tionn 4.2, we describe and analyse in total four arc consistency algorithms; their 
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differencess are easily grasped via the common language and framework of SGI 
functionn iterations (see Chapter 3). In fact, when these algorithms are shown to 
bee all instances of the SGI  schema, their differences can be explained in terms of 
diversee function iterations: e.g., through the use of diverse functions; through the 
usee of some properties of functions like commutativity (see Definition 3.4.5), or 
stationarityy (see Definition 3.4.8). 

4.1.33 Structur e 

Sectionn 4.2 is concerned with arc consistency and its generalisation, namely hyper-
arcc consistency. Then path consistency is described and studied in Section 4.3. 
Wee present an algorithm for fc-consistency and discuss it in Section 4.4, and finally 
relationall  consistency in Section 4.5. This chapter is concluded by a summary 
table,, see Section 4.6. 

4.22 Ar c and Hyper-arc Consistency 

Inn this section, we deal with constraint propagation algorithms that only modifies 
domainss of CSPs. We begin by introducing these notions, and then show how 
variouss algorithms for enforcing them can be recast in the framework of SGI. 

Firstt of all, let us introduce the main of those CSP properties that we deal 
withh in this section: i.e., hyper-arc consistency as defined by Mohr and Masini, 
seee [MM88]. 

DEFINITIONN 4.2.1. Consider a CSP P :=  {X, D,C) and a constraint C(s) of C. 
Thenn the constraint C(s) is hyper-arc consistent if the following condition is met: 

forr every Xi E s and a € A there exists d € C(s) such that a = d [i]. 

Wee call the CSP P hyper-arc consistent iff all its constraints are hyper-arc con-
sistent. . 

InIn other words: a CSP is hyper-arc consistent if, for each variable x  ̂of the prob-
lem,, each value in Z)» (the Xi domain) is part of each constraint of the problem 
thatt involves Xj. For instance, the MAP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM in Subsec-
tionn 2.3.1 is not hyper-arc consistent: in fact, the value cyan for Xi is forbidden 
byy the constraint (arc) on x\ and x^. 

Thee better known notion of arc consistency of [Mac97] is obtained by restrict-
ingg the above definition to the case of CSPs with only binary constraints; as in the 
casee of the aforementioned MAP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM. Hence, that notion 
cann be recast as follows: a binary constraint C(xi,Xj) is arc consistent if 

forr every a € Di there exists b € Dj such that (a,b) € C(xi,Xj), 

forr every b € Dj there exists a € A such that (a, b) € C(xi,Xj). 
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AA CSP with only binary constraints is arc consistent if all of its constraints are. 

EXAMPLEE 4.2.2. The MAP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM Pmap of Subsection 2.3.1 
iss not arc consistent, hence hyper-arc consistent. In fact, if we choose the variable 
xixi and look up for its values in D\, we see that cyan is forbidden by the constraint 
onn x\ and x2; also blue is forbidden by the constraint on X\ and x^. Therefore, 
ann arc consistency algorithm will remove the value cyan and blue from D\, so 
obtainingg a new CSP, with the same scheme and constraints as PmaP, and domain 
D\D\ :=  {aqua}. No value will be removed from the domain of #2, since cyan is not 
forbiddenn by any constraints that involves x2. On the contrary, the value cyan 
forr x$ will be removed from the domain of X3 because of the constraint on X2 and 
£3.. Therefore, the obtained CSP, on x\,x2,x3, has the same constraints as the 
MA PP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM Pmap but domains which are subsets of the Pmap 

ones:: i.e., D\ = {aqua}, D2 — {cyan}, D3 = {blue}. 

4.2.11 The Basic Ar c and Hyper-arc Consistency Algo-
rithm s s 

Inn this part, we describe and study the basic arc and hyper-arc consistency algo-
rithms.. First we introduce the basic algorithm for hyper-arc consistency, namely 
HAC-1,, of which the one for arc consistency, namely AC-1, represents a special 
case.. Then we show how GI can be instantiated to HAC-1, hence to AC-1. Finally 
wee infer some properties concerning those basic algorithms by studying their GI 
instances. . 

Thee HAC-1 and AC-1 algorithms 

Thee basic hyper-arc consistency algorithm HAC-1 enforces hyper-arc consistency 
byy choosing a variable domain and iteratively enforcing hyper-arc consistency on 
this;; AC-1 is like HAC-1 but it enforces arc consistency, i.e., only binary constraints 
aree taken in consideration. In what follows, we first instantiate GI to both HAC-1 
andd AC-1, and then analyse these via the correlated instantiations of GI. 

Instantiation n 

Too prove that the algorithm HAC-1 for hyper-arc consistency is an instance of the 
GII  algorithm, we need to specify, in the order, the following components: 

1.. a partial ordering with bottom; 

2.. a finite set of functions over the partial ordering; 

3.. the update operator. 
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Partiall  ordering wit h bottom. Consider a CSP P := {X,D,C). As partial 
orderingg for HAC-1, we adopt the domain ordering on P, written as 

(V(P),Q,D), (V(P),Q,D), 

andd partially ordered by the reverse of the subset relation, see Subsection 2.5.2. 
Therefore,, given two domain sets B := B\,..., Bn and B' := B\,..., Bn of prob-
lemss in the domain ordering, we have 

BB Q B' iff Bi D B[ for every i = 1, . . ., n. 

Rememberr that the input domain D is the bottom of such a domain ordering. 

Functions.. We associate a function o~{xi\ s) to each domain D{ in D, and con-
straintt C(s) of the given input problem P such that a;» € s. Then we define the 
functionn <r(xi,  s) as follows over the domain ordering: if B is a domain set in T>(P), 
thenn B' := cr(xi\ s)(B) differs from B at most in the domain B[ of x*, this being 

BJ:=H(C( fl)nB[8]). . 

Soo B' is always greater than B with respect to C, the domain order. Therefore 
eachh such function <T(XJ; S) is trivially inflationary and monotone with respect to 
C.. Moreover, all these functions are idempotent, since intersection and projection 
are. . 

Byy taking into account only the binary constraints we obtain an analogous 
characterisationn of arc consistency. The partial ordering is still the domain or-
deringg but now on a binary CSP; see also Subsection 2.5.2. Then we associate 
twoo functions, CT(XJ; Xi, Xj) and <j{xf,  Xi, Xj), with, respectively, the domain Di and 
Dj,Dj, for each problem constraint C(xi,Xj) of the input problem. Thereby we de-
finee such functions over t>(P) as follows, where B is a domain set in the domain 
orderingg on P: 

 B' :=  a{xi\Xi,Xj){B) differs from B at most in the domain B\ on x^, since 

B[B[  := X\.i{C{xhXj) n Bi x Bj); 

 B' := a{xy,Xi,Xj)(B) differs from B at most in the domain Bj on Xj, since 

B'jB'j := nj (C(xi j x i ) n Bi x Bj). 

Update.. The update operator for HAC-1 is characterised as follows: 

update{G,update{G, F, <T(XÏ, S),B)\=F -G 

Clearly,, the above characterisation of update satisfies Axiom 3.3.1. Indeed, it 
iss not an optimal instantiation of update in terms of space and executions of 
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thee main while loop of GI. We shall see that the HAC-3 algorithm has a better 
instantiationn of the update operator, and hence that algorithm does not suffer 
fromm these drawbacks of HAC-1. 

AA similar characterisation of update can be given for AC-1, and we leave it to 
thee reader. 

Analysis s 

Thee use of the above defined functions is clarified by the following lemma, which 
alsoo sums up the relevant properties of the cr(xi] s) functions. 

LEMM AA 4.2.3. 
(i)(i)  A CSP P :=  {X, D,C) is hyper arc consistent iffD is a common fixpoint 
ofof all the functions of the form a(xi;s), hence the last one with respect to the 
domaindomain order on P. 
(ii)(ii)  Each function o~(xi\ s) is idempotent, monotone and inflationary with respect 
toto the order of the domain ordering on P.

Fixx now a CSP P. By instantiating the Gil algorithm with the above defined 
functionss a{xü s), we get the basic arc consistency algorithm AC-1. So we can 
provee that this algorithm enjoys the following properties as a consequence of the 
theoreticall  results for SGI I, hence for Gil — see Theorem 3.4.4. 

COROLLARYY  4.2.4 (HAC-1 AND AC-1). Consider a finite CSP P := (X,D,C). 

 Assume that P is not binary. Then the hyper-arc consistency algorithm 
HAC-11 on P terminates by computing the greatest hyper-arc consistent prob-
lemlem that is equivalent to P; that is the least common fixpoint of the a{xi\ s) 
functions,functions, defined as above. 

 Suppose that P is binary. Then the arc consistency algorithm AC-1 on P 
alwaysalways terminates by computing the greatest arc consistent problem that is 
equivalentequivalent to P; that is the least common fixpoint of the c{xi\x^xf) and 
o~(xj;Xi,Xj)o~(xj;Xi,Xj) functions, defined as above. 

PROOF.. We only need to observe that each a{xi\ s) function preserves equivalence 
andd then apply the results of Theorem 3.4.4. As for the equivalence, it is sufficient 
too notice that projection does not remove solutions from a CSP; therefore, neither 
itss composition with intersection does. Ü 
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4.2.22 The HAC-3 and AC-3 Algorithm s 

Inn the HAC-1 algorithm, each function er(xj;s) is associated with a variable do-
mainn Di and a constraint C(s) on a scheme to which the variable belong; each 
timee cr(xi;s) is applied and modifies its arguments, all functions of type a that 
aree associated with a constraint involving the variable Xi are added to the set 
GG of functions to iterate. In this section we show how this information about 
thee commutativity can be exploited to add less projection functions of the form 
<j{xi\s)<j{xi\s)  to the set G. What follows was devised in [AptOOa]. 

Recalll  that, in Definition 3.4.5, we introduced the notion of commutativity 
betweenn two functions, ƒ and g, on the same domain O as follows: 

fg(o)fg(o) = gf(o) for all o GO. 

First,, it is worthwhile to note that not all pairs of HAC-1 functions commute. 
Inn general, functions like a(Xi,XuXj) and c(xk]Xi,Xk) do not need to commute; 
seee [AptOOa] for an example of this phenomenon. 

Thee following lemma clarifies which of the above functions commute. 

LEMM AA  4.2.5 (COMMUTATIVITY) . Consider a CSP P and a constraint C(s) of 
PP on the scheme s. 

 For Xi, Xj € s the functions a(xi;s) anda{xj\s) commute. 

 If C'(t) is a constraint of P on a scheme t and the variable x, occurs in 
bothboth schemes s and t, then G{XC, s) and cr(xi\ t) commute. 

PROOF.. We only sketch how the first claim is proved, and refer the reader to 
[AptOOa]]  for a full proof. 

Considerr a{xi\ s) and &(XJ] s), for i  ̂ j . Let B be a domain set in the domain 
orderingg of the given problem. The former function can only modify B{, the do-
mainn of Xi\ whereas the latter function can only modify Bj, the domain of Xj. 
Bothh functions do it by looking up for d in C(s) such that d € B[s\. Whenever 
dd G B [s]  and d £ C(s), a(xi;s) and a{xj\s) remove the projections of d from 
BiBi and Bj, respectively. Instead, if d G C(s), neither d[i]  nor d\j] are removed 
fromm Bi and Bj by o~(xi;s) and cr(xj\s), respectively. Therefore these functions 
commute.. D 

Fixx now a CSP. We derive a modification of the hyper-arc consistency algo-
rithmm HAC-1 from Subsection 4.2.1 by instantiating, this time, the GIC algorithm 
schema,, see Subsection 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.7. We use the same set of functions 
a{xi\a{xi\ s) as for HAC-1. Additionally we employ the functional Comm (see Defini-
tionn 3.4.5) that, given a function a(xi] s) from F, returns the set of functions that 
a{xi,a{xi, s) commute with: 

Comm(a(xi;Comm(a(xi; s), F) :=  {O-(XJ\ s), a{xi, t) : Xj € s and xt is in 5 and t]  . 
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Byy virtue of the Commutativity Lemma 4.2.5 each set Comm{(r{xi) s), F) satisfies 
thee assumptions of Lemma 3.4.6. 

Byy limiting oneself to the set of functions a{xi,Xi,xf) and a{xj\Xi,Xj) asso-
ciatedd with the binary constraints, we obtain an analogous modification of the 
correspondingg arc consistency algorithm. Using now the commutative version 
GIICC of Gil , we conclude that the AC-3 algorithm enjoys the same properties as 
thee AC-1 algorithm. A more general conclusion holds for HAC-1 and the instanti-
ationn of GIIC with the above functions a{xi\ s). 

Wee can now state that the HAC-3 and AC-3 algorithms enjoy the following 
properties,, which are immediate consequences of the Commutativity Lemma 4.2.5 
andd the theoretical results for SGIIC, hence for GIIC: i.e., Theorems 3.4.4 and 3.4.7. 

COROLLARYY  4.2.6 (HAC-3 AND AC-3). Consider a finite CSP P := (X,D,C). 

 Assume that P is not binary. Thus the hyper-arc consistency algorithm 
HAC-33 on P, namely GIIC with the above defined a{xi\ s) functions, always 
terminatesterminates by computing the greatest hyper-arc consistent problem that is 
equivalentequivalent to P. 

 Suppose that P is binary. The arc consistency algorithm AC-3 is an instance 
ofof GIIC on P with the above defined <j{xi\  Xi,Xj) and a{xy,Xi, Xj) functions. 
ThusThus it always terminates by computing the greatest arc consistent problem 
thatthat is equivalent to P. O 

Thee difference between (H)AC-3 and (H)AC-l relates to the different specifica-
tionss of the update operator. As a consequence of this, the former will gain in 
executionn time. 

4.2.33 The HAC-4 and AC-4 Algorithm s 

Inn this part, we describe and study the HAC-4 algorithm of [MM88] via the SGIISE 
—— see p. 42 — and SGIIS algorithms — see p. 41. First we introduce the original 
algorithm;; then we display the necessary set and functions for the algorithm HAC-4 
too become an instance of SGIISE; finally, we infer properties of HAC-4 by studying 
ann equivalent SGIIS instance. 

Thee AC-4 algorithm is HAC-4 for binary constraints. We limit ourselves to the 
descriptionn and analysis of HAC-4, since AC-4 is a specialisation of HAC-4. For 
aa detailed analysis of AC-4 via iterations of functions, we invite the reader to 
consultt [GenOO]. 

Noticee that the HAC-4 and AC-4 algorithms assume the input CSP to be nor-
malised,, i.e. to have at most one constraint on each scheme; see Subsection 2.4.1. 
Otherwise,, the CSP is first normalised, and then propagation takes place on its 
normalisation. . 
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T hee or ig inal a l go r i t hm 

Thee HAC-4 algorithm enforces hyper-arc consistency by first constructing a set of 
elements,, called G, that do not participate in any consistent instantiation for any 
off  the input problem constraints. Then the propagation phase is carried on as in 
Algorithmm A.4, see Appendix A. 

Inn the initial phase of HAC-4, a construction of structures and an initial pruning 
takee place. Each a € A> for every variable domain x*  of the problem, is checked: 
i.e.,, for each constraint problem C{s) such that x*  € s, only all d € C(s) for which 
dd [xi]  = a holds are stored in C(XJ, a; s). If one of the C{xi, a; s) is empty, then a 
iss removed from Di and the pair (XJ, a) is added to G. 

Inn the HAC-4 algorithm propagation phase (see Algorithm A.4, Appendix A), 
aa pair (x*, a) is non-deterministically chosen from G and the effects of the removal 
off  a from A are propagated through all C(xj,b; s). 

I ns tan t i a t i on n 

Sincee we want to instantiate SGISE to HAC-4, we are in need to define what follows: 

 an equivalence set; 

 suitable functions; 

 the update operator. 

Equ iva lencee set. Assume that P :=  {X, D, C) is a CSP with n variables. Thus 
considerr subsets of the form C(xi, a; s) of each input constraint C(s), i.e., one for 
eachh Xi G s and a £ Di. Denote with CHAC-4 & set of relations and sequences, 
definedd as follows: create a sequence of the form (XJ, a, s), for each i j , a € A and 
schemee s of X; then CHAC-4 collects all pairs of the form {C(s),(xi,a,s)). We 
usuallyy denote each such pair as C(xi 5 a; s). 

Forr instance, if C(s) = C(x i, X2) and D\ = {a} and D2 = {a, b}, then we have 
threee "copies" of C(s): C(xi,a;s), C(x2,a;s), C(x2,b;s). 

Givenn CHAC-4) we can finally define CHAC-4 as follows: 

 CHAC-4 belongs to CHAC-4 ; 

 if E belongs to CHAC-4> then E collects pairs of the form E(xi,a;s) := 
(E(s),(E(s), (xi,a; s)}, where E(s) C C(s), and (xj,a;s) is specified as for C(xi, a; s). 
Theree is precisely one E(xi, a; s) in E, for each C{xil a; s) in CHAC-4-

Givenn CHAC-4 as above, we define the equivalence structure {PRAC-4) =HAC-4) as 
follows: : 

 its elements are subsets of tuples (B, E) in which: B is a domain set in the 
domainn ordering on P (see Subsection 2.5.2); whereas E is in CHAC-4! 
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 the equivalence relation (B, E) =mc-4 , E') holds iff B = B'\ 

 the input element -LHAC-4 is set equal to the pair (D,CHAC-4)-

Indeed,, the binary relation =HAC-4 is an equivalence relation, since it is reflexive, 
symmetricc and transitive. 

Wee introduce the functions over PHAC-4 that we shall use to instantiate SGISE 
too HAC-4 as below. 

Functions.. In the following, we define two types of functions for HAC-4: one 
typee is used for the first while loop, the other type is for the second while loop. 

 Let us define a function 9(xi,a;s) for each input domain problem D{ and 
elementt a € D{. Such function is the identity everywhere except, possibly, 
onn each E(x{, a; s) and Bf 

E'(xi,E'(xi, a; s) :=  seli=aC(xi, a; s), 
BlBl :=  B{ - {{a}  -UiiE'ixi.a-^))), 

wheree seli=a selects all the tuples d in C(xi,a;s) such that d[i]  = a. In 
words:: E(xi, a; s) is mapped into its subset E'(xi, a; s) of all d € C(XJ, a; s) 
—-- that is equal to C(s) — the i-th component of which is a. Then B[ differs 
inn a from Bi if E'(xi, a; s) turns out to be empty. 

Wee define a function <f>(xi,  a; s), for each C(xi, a; s). If a € Bi, then <f>(xi,  a; s) 
iss the identity. Otherwise it is the identity everywhere except on each cur-
rentt domain Bj and current E{xj,b\s), for all Xj € s different from i and 
bebe Dj, that are mapped to Bj and E'(XJ, 6; s), respectively, as follows: 

E'{xj,b;s)E'{xj,b;s) := E(xj,b;s) — E(xi,a;s); 
B'jB'j := Bj - \JbeDj U^Eixj^a) - E'(Xj,b; a)). 

So,, whereas d(xi,a;s) prunes the value o from the current domain Bi if it 
hass no supports in C{s), the function (f>(xi,a;s) takes care of propagating 
thee effects of the removal of a from its domain. So <f>(xi t a; s) visits each set 
E(XJ,E(XJ, b; s), for Xj € s different from Xi and b € BJ; it removes the tuples in 
whichh a occurs from the supports of b, thus determines whether b should be 
removed. . 

NOTEE 4.2.7. Observe that all the functions of type <fi  as described in the latter 
itemm are the identity on the input problem: in fact, for each <f>  = 0(z,, a; s), the 
elementt a belongs to £>j, the input domain of x*, by definition of <j>{Xi,  a; s). So the 
onlyy functions that can modify the input problem are the 9 functions defined in 
thee former item. Besides, the 6 functions that do not modify the input problem 
collapsee into the identity function. 
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Thee update operator. We characterise the update operator as follows. 

 U9{xi,a;s)(B,E) £ {B,E), then update{G,F,0{xi,a;s),P)) is the set of 
functionss <£(XJ, a; t) from (F —  — G. 

 Similarly, if <j>(xi,  a; s){B, E) =É {B, E), then the set update{G, F, (j>{x ua; s)) 
onlyy contains all the functions <f>(xj,b;  t) of (F -  - G that satisfy the 
followingg conditions: Xj E s, j  ̂ i, b € Bj — Bj. 

Thee following result is trivial, hence we state it as a fact. 

FACTT 4.2.8. The HAC algorithm is an instance of the SGIISE with the above de-
finedfined equivalence set and functions. C 

Analysis s 

Now,, we also set up to study SGIISE, once this is instantiated with the above 
sett and functions. As for that, we need some technical lemmas; they are useful 
too prove that each SGIISE trace with 9 and <j)  functions over the equivalence set 
PHAC-44 can be mapped into an ^mc^-equivalent SGIIS trace over PHAC-4/ =HAC-4, 

andd that this computes the greatest hyper-arc consistent problem that is equiva-
lentt to the input problem. 

Wee start considering the following functions that are then iterated by SGIIS. 
Thesee functions are defined on the domain ordering of P, see Subsection 2.5.2: 

 Q{xi, a; s) is the identity on each Bj with j ^ i, whereas it maps Bi to 
B ! :=B«- ( {a } -n , (C (s ) ) ); ; 

 $(xi, a; s) is the identity on Bk with k = i or k £ s; whereas it maps every 
otherr Bj to Bj :=  Bj-Ej, where Ej is the set of all b G Bj that enjoy both 
thee following properties: 

3d3d e C(s) such that d [i]  = a and d [j]  = b, 
W£B{s)nC(s)d'\j]^b. W£B{s)nC(s)d'\j]^b. 

Thee update operator is characterised like in Lemmas 3.4.3 and 3.4.9: 

 if Q(xi,a;s)(B) = B, then update(G,F,Q(xi,a;s),P) is the empty set; 
otherwisee update(G, F, 9(xi, a, s), P)) is the set of functions $(xi, a; t) from 
thee set (F- F )-G; 

 similarly, if $(£*, a; s){B) = B, then update{G, F, $(xi, a; s), P) is the empty 
set.. If that is not the case, then the set update(G,F,$(Xi,a\s) only con-
tainss all the functions $(xjt b; t) of (F - FL) - G that satisfy the following 
conditions:: Xj € s, j ^ i, b £ Bj — Bj. 
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Clearly,, the following statement holds, and it is proved as Lemma 4.2.3. 

LEMM AA 4.2.9. 

(i)(i)  A CSP P :=  (X,D,C) is hyper-arc consistent iff D is a common fixpoint of 
allall  functions of type © and <b, hence the last one with respect to the domain order 
onon P. 
(ii)(ii)  Each function of type 8 and $ is stationary, monotone and inflationary with 
respectrespect to the domain order on the input problem; besides, if a 0 function is the 
identityidentity on the input problem, then it is the identity function. D 

Att this point, we need to prove the following two lemmas, concerning executions 
off  SGI IS with the <p and 9 functions, before we can state our main equivalence 
results. . 

LEMM AA  4.2.10. Consider a CSP P and the associated PHAC-A equivalence set. 
LetLet  be the set of all the 9 functions as above. Suppose that B and E are 
thethe current input in an execution of the second while loop. Then we have the 
following: following: 

 if d e E{x{, a; s) then d [i]  = a; 

 if4>(Xj, b;s) e G then b £ Bf, 

 if 4>{xi,a\s) is the chosen function and d € E(xj,b;s) — E(xi,a;s), then 
dd [i]  / a orbg Bj. 

PROOF.. The first item relies on the definition of 9{xu a; s) and update. Similarly, 
thee statement in the second item follows from the definition of 0{xj,b\s) and 
update. update. 

Ass for the last item, observe that every d € E(xj,b;s) belongs to C(s). If 
d[i]d[i]  = a then the fact that d £ E(xua\s) is not due to 9{xua\s) but to some 
functionn of the form (j>{x k,c; s). If k ^ j , then d cannot belong to E(xj,b; s) ei-
ther,, due to the same function <f)(xk, c; s). Hence d [i]   ̂ a. Finally, if k = j , then 
&&  = d\j] = c> hence <j){xk, c; s) is equal to <j>(xj,  b\ s). Thus the second item yields 
thatt bg Bj. D 

Givenn the above lemma, it is easy to conclude the following one concerning the 
equivalencee of the SGIISE algorithm, with 9 and 0 functions, and SGI IS with 9 
andd $ functions. 

LEMM AA  4.2.11. The SGIISE algorithm with PHAC-4; 9 and <f>  functions is =HAC-4-

equivalentequivalent to SGI IS with PHAC-4/ =HAC-4, 6 and $ functions. 
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PROOF.. Consider an execution of the SGIISE algorithm with input 6, $ functions 
andd  :=  D; notice that the domain of functions is isomorphic to PHAC-4/ =HAC-4-

Thenn the equivalence of the iterations with 9 and 9 functions is obvious. On the 
otherr hand, the equivalence of executions with <f>  and $ functions follows from 
Lemmaa 4.2.10 and the above definition of update. In fact, if a & Bi, then 

'' E'(XJ, b; s) := Efa, 6; s) - E fa, a; s), 

B'jB'j := Bj - {J^Dj Uj(E(xjy 6; s) - E'fa, 6; s)), 

andd Lemma 4.2.10 entails B' = ${B). A similar argument proves the opposite 
implication.. D 

Therefore,, we get the following result concerning HAC-4 and its specialisation 
AC-44 to binary CSPs. 

COROLLARYY  4.2.12 (HAC-4 AND AC-4). 
(i).(i). Every execution of the HAC-4 algorithm terminates by computing the least 
fixpointfixpoint of the above defined O and $ functions; i.e., the greatest hyper-arc con-
sistentsistent problem equivalent to the input one. 
(ii).(ii).  Every execution of the AC-4 algorithm terminates by computing the least 
fixpointfixpoint of the above defined 0 and $ functions on binary constraints; i.e., the 
greatestgreatest arc consistent problem equivalent to the input one. 

PROOF.. Theorem 3.4.10 and Lemma 4.2.9 imply that every execution of the 
SGII  IS algorithm terminates, by computing the least common fixpoint of the 0 
andd $ functions; this is the greatest hyper-arc consistent problem that is equiv-
alentt to the input one, due to Lemma 4.2.9 again. Thus Lemma 4.2.11 and 
Corollaryy 3.4.16 yield our corollary. D 

4.2.44 The HAC-5 and AC-5 Algorithm s 

Thee AC-5 algorithm of [vHDT92] is itself an algorithm schema, devised to enforce 
arcc consistency on binary CSPs. As AC-4, the AC-5 algorithm is split in two 
mainn procedures: in the initial phase, a construction of structures takes place; 
thenn the real propagation part starts, and elements that do not participate in any 
consistentt instantiation to some problem constraints are iteratively removed from 
theirr respective domain. 

Thee original algorithm 

Thee algorithm by [vHDT92] is split into two main steps. We describe the following 
versionn of AC-5, as proposed in [vHDT92]. 
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Inn the first step, for any constraint Cfa, Xj) of the given CSP, the procedure 
arc-consarc-cons creates a subset A(i) of Dit for each xt of the problem; the set A(i ) 
collectss all the elements a € Dt for which no elements b exist in Dj such 
thatt (a,b) e C{xhXj). Then, for each a e A(i) , all triples <(2rfc,a;<),a) such 
thatt C(xj, Xj) is a constraint of the problem are stored for future iterations, 
andd the elements of the set A(i ) are deleted from Dj. 

Inn the second step, a triple ((xi,Xj),b) is non-deterministically chosen and 
deletedd from G\ if b has been removed from Dj, then loc-arc-cons updates 
thee set A(i ) C Di by adding all elements a that are no (more) supported in 
C(xi,Xj)C(xi,Xj) by any element of Dj (after b has been removed from Dj); then, 
forr each a e A(i) , all triples ((xk,Xi),a) such that C(xk,Xi) is a constraint 
off  the problem are stored for future iterations, and the elements of A(i ) are 
removedd from the domain Di. 

Ass pointed out in [vHDT92], AC-5 is a generic algorithm: in fact, it can also 
bee instantiated to AC-4 by slightly changing the definition of the sets A(i) . In the 
latterr case, the functions that we used for AC-4 are adopted. In case the definition 
off  A(i ) is chosen as stated item 1 and 2 above, we need a new equivalence relation 
andd new functions to instantiate SGI to this version of AC-5. 

Instance e 

InIn the following, we define the main ingredients to instantiate SGISE to the afore-
mentionedd version of AC-5: 

 an equivalence set; 

 suitable functions; 

 the update operator. 

Equivalencee set. Consider a CSP P :=  (X, D, C) and define PAC_5 as the set 
off  pairs {B,E), where B and E are both domain sets of the domain ordering on 
P,P, see Subsection 2.5.2. Then the binary relation =Ac-s over PAC-5 is defined as 
follows: : 

(B,E)(B,E) = (B',E') \SB = B'. 

Thee element _L is set equal to (D, D), where D is the input domain set. Indeed, 
thee above defined relation is of equivalence. 

Functions.. The set F contains two sorts of functions that we describe as below. 

1. . 

2. . 
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(9).(9). The function 6(xf, x*, Xj) corresponds to arc~consistency(xi, Xj, A*) : in fact, 
thee function 0(xï,Xi>Xj) maps {B,E) into {B',E') so that B and B' and, 
respectively,, E and E' differ at most in Bi and B[ as follows: 

'' E'i — Ei-UiiCix^Xj)), 
5,'' := Bi — E[. 

Thee function #(XJ;XÏ,XJ) is characterised in a similar way; we leave it to 
thee reader. 

((f)).((f)). The function (f>(xj, b; xi5 Xj) corresponds to the AC-5 procedure that is called 
local~arc-consistency(xi,Xj,b,local~arc-consistency(xi,Xj,b, Ai). In fact, if b g Bj, then <j>(xj,b;Xi,Xj) 
mapss (B, E) into (B', E') so that B and B' and, respectively, E and £?' 
differr at most in B» and B,' as follows: 

E[E[  := {a e Bi: Pl(a, Xj, 6; a; x», Xj) and P2(XJ, &; a; x*, Xj) hold }  , 
B'iB'i  : = Bj  — £*, 

wheree Pl(xj,b;a;Xi,Xj) and P2(XJ, b;a;Xi,Xj) are, respectively, 

3rfGC(5)(d[i]=aAdL?']]  = 6), (PI) VdeC(s) n B{s) d\i]  ̂ a, (P2) 

Otherwise,, if 6 G Bj , the function 0(XJ,&;XJ,XJ) is the identity function. 
Thee function (j)(x  ̂a; Xj, Xj) is characterised in a similar manner. 

Thee set F contains all the above defined functions. The subset  contains the 
functionss of type 6, which are the only F functions that can modify the input 
valuee (D, D). So F —  contains all the remaining functions of type 4>. 

Thee update operator. The first part of the proposed version of the algo-
rithmm AC-5 is encoded in the actions of inspecting and deleting all functions 
likee 6(Xi;Xi,Xj) or $(xj\Xi,Xj) from G in SGIISE; when, for instance, 0(xi\Xi,Xj) 
iss chosen and applied, the operator update propagates the effects of the eventual 
reductionn of Bj by adding the suitable functions <f>(xj,  b;Xi,Xj) to G. Besides we 
wantt to instantiate SGIISE to the second part of the algorithm AC-5 by means of 
thee functions 4>(xj,b;Xi,Xj) of F. Therefore we define update as follows: 

 if 9(xi\ Xj, Xj)(B, E) ^ {B, E), then update(G, F, B(xi\ x», Xj), (B, E)) is the 
subsett of F — G functions <f>(xi,  a; Xi, Xk) or 0(XJ, a; x/t, x*) such that a € E[\ 
thee function 0(xj, (XJ,XJ)) is characterised analogously; 

 if (f>(xj,b;Xi,Xj)(B,E) £ (B,E),thenupdate(G,F,<j>(xj,b;Xi,Xj),(B,E))is 
thee subset of F — G functions <f>(xi,  a; Xj, xfc) or 0(XJ, a; xfc, x*) of F — G such 
thatt a £ E[; otherwise it is the empty set. An analogous characterisation 
cann be given for <j>(xi,  a; xi ; Xj). 
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Noww it is trivial to check that AC-5 becomes an instance of SGIISE by means of 
thee above 9 and 4> functions. 

FACTT 4.2.13. The AC-5 algorithm is an instance of SGIISE. D 

Analysis s 

Itt is as well easy to check that SGIISE with the above 9 and <f>  functions is 
=AC-SS equivalent to SGIS with the functions 0 and <£> for AC-4, as described in 
Subsectionn 4.2.3. 

LEMM AA  4.2.14. The SGISE algorithm with the above 6 and <f>  functions is =AC-5-

equivalentequivalent to the SGIS algorithm with the 0 and $ functions in Subsection 4-2.3, 
forfor binary constraints, and defined on the 2 domain ordering on P. G 

Wee have now all we need to prove the following results concerning AC-5. 

COROLLARYY  4.2.15 (AC-5). Given a finite CSP P, the AC-5 algorithm always 
terminatesterminates by computing the greatest arc consistent problem equivalent to P; that 
is,is, the least common fixpoint of the functions of type 0 and <£> defined as above. 

PROOF.. Our thesis follows from Lemma 4.2.9 and Theorem 3.4.10, concerning 
thee 0 and ^ functions, via Lemma 4.2.14 and Corollary 3.4.16.

AA hyper-arc consistency version of AC-5 

Byy exploiting the generality of SGIISE, we can extend AC-5 to an algorithm 
schemaa that enforces hyper-arc consistency like AC-5 enforces arc consistency. 
Indeed,, it is sufficient to recast the above functions 9 and a for AC-5 as follows. 

(9).(9). The function 9(xi;s), where Xj £ s and C(s) is a constraint of the input 
problem,, maps {B, E) into {B', E') so that B and B', and respectively E 
andd E' differ at most in their i-th components as follows: 

" . E ^ ^ - I I ^ * ) ) , , 
.. B[ := Bi - E\. 

(</>).. The function <j>(xj,b;s) maps (B,E) into (B',E') so that B and B', and 
respectivelyy E and E' differ at most in their i-th components as follows, for 
everyy Xi € s different from xy. 

E\E\ := {a G Bi : P1(XJ, b; a; x*, Xj) and P2(XJ, b; a; Xi, Xj) hold }  , 
B'B'{{ := Bi - El, 
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wheree Pl(xj,b;a\Xi,Xj) and P2(Xj, b;a;Xi,Xj) are, respectively, 

3deC(s)(d\i]3deC(s)(d\i] = aAd\j] = b), {PI) Vd'€B{s)r\C{s)d'\j]^b, (P2) 

Otherwise,, i.e. if & € Bj, the function <f>{xj,  b\s) behaves like the identity 
function. . 

Ass for AC-5, we can derive the following result by Theorem 3.4.10, via Lemma 4.2.9, 
andd Corollary 3.4.16. 

COROLLARYY  4.2.16 (HAC-5). Given a finite CSP P, the SGIIS algorithm with 
thethe above defined functions 6 and <j>  always terminates, by computing the greatest 
hyper-archyper-arc consistent problem equivalent to P.

4.33 Path Consistency 
Thee notion of path consistency was introduced in [Mon74]. It is defined for a 
speciall  type of CSPs. For simplicity we limit ourselves to binary CSPs: i.e., their 
constraintss are only binary. 

Inn Subsection 2.5.1, we introduced the join operation on constraints. In case 
off  binary relations like R C Di x Dj and S C Dj x Dk, the composition of R and 
S,S, which is defined as follows 

R-S:=R-S:= {(a, b) : (a, c) € R and (c, b) € 5}  , 

amountss to a sequential application of join and projection to R and S. Note that, 
iff  C{x{,Xj) is a constraint on the variables Xi and Xj, and C{xj)xk) is a constraint 
onn the variables Xj and xk, then UXijXj(C(xi, Xj)  C(xj,Xk)) is a constraint on the 
variabless x  ̂and Xk. Whereas, if k < j , then the composition of C(xi,Xj) with 
C(xk,Xj)C(xk,Xj) is not defined; yet, their join is. This is due to the commutativity of 
join,, as defined in Subsection 2.5.1. 

Wee first introduce the standard notion of path consistency, and then see how 
wee can recast it through the join operation. In the following definition, instead 
off  schemes, we have sets of variables. 

DEFINITIONN 4.3.1. We call a CSP P :=  (X,D,C) path consistent if its 2 
completionn P2 enjoys the following property: for each set of distinct variables 
{xi,{xi, Xj,Xk} of P, we have 

C(xC(xuu xk) = C(xi, xk) n (C(xi, Xj)  C(xj,xk)). 

Inn other words, a CSP is path consistent if, for each triple of its variables, Xi, Xj 
andd Xk, the following holds: if {a,c) 6 C(xi,Xk), then there exists b G Dj such 
thatt (a,b) € C(xi,Xj) and (b,c) 6 C(XJ,xk). 
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Wee provide an alternative characterisation of path consistency. In fact, in the 
abovee definition, relations of the form C(x,x') are used, for any subset {x,x' } 
off  the considered sequence of variables. If {x,x'} is not a scheme of the given 
CSPP scheme of variables, then C(x, x') is a supplementary relation that is not 
aa constraint of the original CSP. At the expense of some redundancy we can 
rewritee the above definition so that only the constraints of the considered CSP 
aree involved. This is the contents of the following characterisation, whose proof 
followss from the definition of join, projection, intersection and composition. 

FACTT 4.3.2 (ALTERNATIV E PATH CONSISTENCY) . A 2 complete CSP is path con-
sistentt iff the three following relations hold all true 

C(xi,Xj)C(xi,Xj) :=  C(Xi,Xj)nUXitXj(C(xi,Xj)^C(xj,xk)), 
C{xC{xhhxxkk)) := C{xi,xk)r\I[ Xi^k{C{xi,xk)\AC{xj,xk)), 

_C{xj,x_C{xj,xkk)) := C(xi,a:jb)nlIIJiXfc(C(ii,a:j)MC,(a;i»a;*)) » 

forfor each scheme Xi,Xj,xk of the CSP variable. D 

EXAMPLEE 4.3.3. The Temporal CSP in Subsection 2.3.4 is not path consistent: 
inn fact, the relation follows in C(xi,X4) is not consistent with UXlX4(C(xx, X2) M 
C(xC(x22,X4)).,X4)). Thereby, path consistency algorithms will remove follow, and so 
reducee C(xi,X4) to the singleton relation precedes. 

4.3.11 The PC-1 Algorith m 

Thee PC-1 is the basic algorithm for path consistency; it is presented in Ap-
pendixx A. In the present subsection, we show that PC-1 is an instance of GI, and 
thenn we analyse it through GI iterations. 

Instantiatio n n 

Too instantiate the Gil algorithm to PC-1 we need to specify the following com-
ponents: : 

 a partial ordering, 

 finitely many function on this, 

 and the update operator. 

Wee do it as below. 

Partiall  ordering. To study path consistency, given a 2 complete CSP P := 
(X,D,C),(X,D,C), we consider the 2-constraint ordering defined in Subsection 2.5.2. 
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Functions.. Next, given a scheme Xi,Xj,xk of the variables of P we introduce 
threee functions on the partial ordering on P as below. Denote an element of the 
partiall  ordering with B. 

 The function o~(xi,xk;Xj) only modifies the binary constraint B(xj,xk) of 
B,B, by returning the following set B'(xi,xk): 

B'{xi,xB'{xi,xkk)) := B(xi,xk)nïlXitXk(B(xi,Xj) M B(xj}xk)). 

 The function a(xi,Xj;xk) only modifies the binary constraint B(xi,Xj) of 
B,B, by returning the following set B'(xi,Xj): 

B'{xi,Xj)B'{xi,Xj) := B(xi,Xj)nUXi<Xi{B(xi,xk) M B(xj,xk)). 

 The function a(xj,xk\Xi) only modifies the binary constraint B(xj,Xk) of 
B,B, by returning the following set B'(xj,xk): 

B'ix^Xk)B'ix^Xk) := B{xj,xk) C\nxi,Xk{B{xuXj) N B(xi,xk)). 

Inn what follows, when using a function a(xj,xk;Xi), we implicitly assume that 
thee variables Xi, Xj, xk are pairwise different and that j < k. 

Finally,, the notion of path consistency is clearly related to the common fix-
pointss of the above defined functions, and these are idempotent, monotone and 
inflationaryy over the constraint ordering. We collect these properties as in the 
followingg lemma, whose proof is just a consequence of the given characterisation 
off  the functions a as above. 

LEMM AA 4.3.4. 
(i).(i). A CSP is path consistent if it a common fixpoint of the functions a{xil xk; Xj) 
defineddefined as above. 
(ii).(ii).  The functions o~(xi,xk;Xj) are idempotent, monotone and inflationary over 
thethe 2-constraint ordering of the given CSP. 
(Hi).(Hi). The functions a(xi,xk;Xj) do not remove solutions from the given CSP. 

Thee update operator. The update operator is specified as follows: 

update(a(xi,update(a(xi, xk; Xj), F, G, B) :=  {a(xi, xm; xn) : | {x%, xk) n {xh xm, xn} \ > 2}  . 

Inn other words: each time a function o~(xi, xk; Xj) modifies B, all functions that 
involvee at least two of the variables Xi and xk are added to G. Indeed, this is 
nott an optimal instantiation of update. We shall see how it can be optimised 
byy resorting to commutativity again, as in the case of the AC-3 algorithm in 
Subsectionn 4.2.2. 
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Analysis s 

Givenn the above lemma, it is now easy to prove the following result, as a conse-
quencee of Corollary 3.3.12; it is sufficient to proceed as for HAC-1 and AC-1. The 
readerr is invited to consult [Apt99a, Apt00a] for a more detailed analysis. 

COROLLARYY  4.3.5 (PC-1). Consider a 2 complete CSP P :=  {X,D,C), such 
thatthat all constraints in C are finite. Let P be the input of PC-1. Then every 
executionexecution of PC-1 terminates, by computing the greatest path consistent problem, 
equivalentequivalent to P; i.e., the least common fixpoint of all the functions a(xi,Xk',Xj) 
defineddefined above. 

4.3.22 The PC-2 Algorithm 

InIn Section 4.2, we illustrated how the AC-3 constitutes an improvement of AC-
1,, by a clever instantiation of the update operator. The PC-2 algorithm is an 
improvementt of PC-1 much in the same spirit as AC-3 is of AC-1. 

Inn the PC-1 algorithm, each time a function o~{xi, x^, Xj) is applied and modifies 
itss arguments, all functions associated with a triplet of variables including X{ and 
XkXk are added to the set G of functions to iterate. This is not, indeed, an optimal 
choicee of update. 

Inn [AptOOa], the author proves how fewer functions can be added via update, 
byy taking into account commutativity. To this end, the following lemma is proved. 
Itss proof is as for the case of AC-3, thus we invite the reader to consult the latter 
orr ib. 

LEMMAA 4.3.6. Consider a 2 complete CSP, involving among others the variables 
Xi,Xi, Xj, Xk andxi. Then the functions a(xi,Xk',Xj) and a(xi,Xk',X[) commute. ü 

Inn other words, each pair of functions of the form cr(xi, x^;^) commute; this for 
everyy variable scheme (x^, x  ̂ of the problem. The functional Comm{a{xi,Xk', Xj)) 
iss then defined as follows, for each variable Xj such that j  ̂ i,  ̂ k — consult also 
Definitionn 3.4.5: 

Comm(a(xi,Xk\Comm(a(xi,Xk\ Xj), F) — {a(Xi,Xkm,Xi) : xi is different from x  ̂ £&}  . 

Thus,, for each function of type a, the set Comm(a, F) contains precisely n — 3 
elements,, where n is the number of variables of the considered CSP. This quanti-
fiesfies the maximal gain obtained by using the commutativity information, loosely 
speaking:: more precisely, update will need less functions at each iteration of the 
instancee of GIIC for PC-2, than in the correlated instance of GI for PC-1. 

Byy virtue of the above lemma and Theorem 3.4.7, the following result is easily 
proved. . 
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COROLLARYY  4.3.7 (PC-2). Consider a 2 complete CSP P :=  (X,D,C), such 
thatthat all constraints in C are finite. Let P be the input of PC-2. Then every 
executionexecution of PC-2 terminates, by computing the greatest path consistency problem, 
equivalentequivalent to P; i.e., the least common fixpoint of all the functions a(xi,Xk]Xj) 
defineddefined above.

4.3.33 The PC-4 Algorith m 
Thee PC-3 algorithm was devised in [MH86]. However here we refer to its corrected 
version,, named PC-4, presented in [HL88]. This algorithm enforces path consis-
tencyy on binary CSPs, by exploiting additional structures in the same fashion as 
(H)AC-44 and AC-5. So, in the following, we shall restrict our attention to binary 
CSPs,, and prove that PC-4 is an instance of the SGIISE algorithm schema. 

Noticee that we assume that the input problem P is 2 complete — see Sub-
sectionn 2.4.2. This will help us to reduce the overload of notations, and it is a 
minorr change, since the initialisation phase of PC-4 reduces the input problem to 
itss 2 completion. Therefore, constraint propagation takes place on a 2 complete 
problem. . 

Thee algorithm 

Thee PC-4 algorithm is split into two parts: 

 the first part of the algorithm consists in an initialisation of structures such 
that,, at the end of it, the following properties hold: if E is the current 
constraintt set and C the input one, then 

1.. (xk : d, xx : e) G G iff {xk : d, x\ : e) G C{xk,xi) - E(xk,xi), 

2.. each C{xk : d, x}  : c; Xi) is a subset of £)/, and e G C(xk : d, Xj : c; x{) 
ifff  (d,e) G C{xk,x{) and (e,c) G C(xi,Xj); 

 in the second part, the real propagation phase takes place, see Algorithm A.5 
inn Appendix A. In fact, every tuple (xk  d, xi : e) G G is chosen and 
removedd from G, each only once; then the pairs, affected by the removal 
off  (d, e) from C(xk,xi), are all inspected. So, if one of them has no more 
supportingg pairs in E{xk, x/), it gets removed from its corresponding binary 
constraint;; then it is added to G in order to propagate the effect of its 
removal. . 

Wee have slightly changed PC-4 (see Algorithm A.5 in Appendix A) for this makes 
itit  easier to instantiate SGIISE to PC-4. Notice that this new version is equivalent 
too the original one by [HL88] and retains its worst time and space complexity; 
thee difference is in the use of structures of the form C(xk  d, Xj : c; X[) instead 
off  so-called counters. 
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Instant iat io n n 

Equivalencee set. We can assume that the input CSP P :— (X,D,C) is 2 
complete,, see Subsection 2.4.2; else we add the necessary constraints to it. 

Whilee arc consistency algorithms remove elements from domains, path con-
sistencyy algorithms such as PC-1 and PC-2 (see Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, re-
spectively)) propagate constraints by modifying binary constraints; so does PC-4. 
However,, contrary to PC-2 and PC-1, the PC-4 algorithm has also support struc-
tures,, like AC-4, AC-5 and their respective hyper-arc versions. Those structures 
aree used to avoid checking, more than once, that a given pair is consistent with 
thee input constraints in P :— (X. D.C). 

Inn order to define the equivalence set, for instantiating SGIIE to PC-4, we 
introducee supplementary structures as follows. For each scheme {xi.Xj) of the 
problem,, variable x  ̂ such that i. j / k. we put. for each a € Di. b E Dj, and 
cc e Dk: 

E(xiE(xi : a, Xk : c; x3) 

E(xkE(xk : c, Xi : a: Xj) 

E(xkE(xk : c, Xj : b: Xi) 

E(XJE(XJ : b, Xk '. c; Xi) 

={Ej.={Ej.  (i, a, k, c,j)) if i < k and Ei C D3, (IK ) 

={Ej,={Ej,  {k, c,i,a,j)) iïk<i  and E3- C D3; (KI ) 

==  {Ei: (h,c,j,b)) if k < j and E{ C Dt, (KJ) 

==  (Ei, (j, b, k, c, i)) iij<k  and Et C D{. (JK) 

Lett E denote the set that contains all such structures: precisely, either (IK ) if 
ii  < k or (KI ) otherwise, and (KJ) if k < j or (JK) otherwise; this for each scheme 
(xi.Xj),(xi.Xj), Xk such that A; ̂  i, a € D{, b € Dj and c 6 Dk- Thus Cpc-4 collects all 
setss like E, whose elements are structures as above. 

Finally,, we can define the equivalence set PHAC-4- that contains all pairs (B, E) 
definedd as follows: 

 B belongs to the 2-constraint ordering on the problem P; 

 E belongs to Cpc-4, i.e., is a collection of structures as above. 

Thee equivalence relation =HAC-4 w e need to define is, clearly, the following one: 
(B,(B, E) = (B', E') iff B - B'. 

Functions.. As in the cases of (H)AC-4 and (H)AC-5, there are two types of 
functions:: the former, denoted by 0, is used in the first whil e loop of SGIIE; the 
latter,, denoted by 0, is used in the second whi l e loop of SGIIE. We describe them 
ass below. 

TheThe 0 functions. For each (a, c) G C(x{, x^) and j — 1 , . . ., n different from i 
andd k, we define a function 9{xi : a, x^  c; Xj) that is the identity everywhere 
except,, possibly, on the following sets: 
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 the subset E(xi : a, xjt : c; Xj) of Dj is mapped into the subset E'(xi : 
a,a, Xk : c; Xj) of Dj, such that b G £"(^i : a, x  ̂ : c; Xj) iff both the 
followingg properties hold: 

(a,, b) G C(xi,Xj) if i < j , otherwise (6, a) G C ( X J , X J ), 
(6,, c) G C(xj,Xk) if j < fc, otherwise (c, 6) e C(xj,Xfc); 

 the subset B(xi, xjt) of the input C{xj , x*) is mapped into its subset B'(xi, x/.) 
soo that 

BB'/'/xx.. x \ .= \B{xuxk)- {{a,c)} if E'{xi : a , xfc : c; Xj) - 0, 

|£?(xi,xfe)) else. 

77&ee </> functions. For each (a,c) G (7(2 ,̂ x*) and j — 1 , . .. ,n different from 
ii  and A:, we define a function (f)(xi : a, Xk : c; Xj) that is the identity if (a, c) G 
B(arj,Xfc);; else, it is the identity almost everywhere except, possibly, on the fol-
lowingg sets — where b ranges over Dj: 

 If i < j each subset E'(xi : a, x3  : b; x*.) of Dk is mapped into its subset 

E'(xiE'(xi : a, Xj :b; xk) := E(xi : a, Xj : b; xk) - {c} , 

elsee each E'(XJ : b, Xj : a; xk) of Z)fc is mapped into its subset 

£"(xjj  : b, Xi : a; Xk)  E(XJ : b, x, : a; x*) — {c}  . 

Similarly,, if j < k each E'(XJ : b, x^ : c; Xj) is mapped into 

E'(XJE'(XJ : 6, Xfc : c; x*) :— E'fxj : b, x*. : c; Xj) — {a}  , 

elsee each £"(£*  : c, Xj : b; x») is mapped into 

E'(xE'(xkk : c, Xj : b; Xi) :— E(xk : c, x3  \ b; X;) - {a}  . 

 Then the set B(xi,Xj) is mapped into 

fftfft ,=\B(xi,Xj)-{{a,b)} if £ ' (XJ : a, x_, : 6; xfc) = 0, 

1JB(XJ,XJ)) else, 

iff  i < j , else the set B(XJ, X;) is mapped into 

ff(ff(xx.. x.\ ._ f ^ ^ j ' ^ ) - { ( M ) }  if ^ ' ( ^j : 6, Xj : a; xfc) = 0, 
[B(xj,Xj )) else. 
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Similarly,, the set B(xj,xk) is mapped into 

mtmt \ \B{x3,xk)- {{b,c)} \i E'{Xj\b,xk:c;Xi) = 
£>£> [Xj7 Xk) = \ 

II  B(xj, xk) else, 

iff  j < k, else the set B(xk,Xj) is mapped into 

(( Rt<r, v 
B'(xB'(xkk,Xj),Xj) := 

B(xB(xkk,, Xj) - {(c, b)} if E'{xk : c, x}  : b; x{) = 0, 

B(xB(xkk,Xj),Xj) else. 

T hee update o p e r a t or Given the above functions of type 0 and 0, we can define 
thee update operator as follows: 

(9).(9). if Ti19(xi : a, xk : c; Xj)(B,E) ^ 5, then update adds to G all the 0 
functionss of the form <f>(xi  : a, xk : c; xi), tor I  ̂ i, k, j \ 

(0).. if I l i0(x ! : a, Xfc : c; Xj)(B,E) ^ £?, then update adds to G all the <f> 
functionss of the following form: if i < j , all functions (j)(xi : a , x3: : 6; a:/) for 
(a,b)) € i^Xj,Xj ) — E'(xi,Xj) and / 7̂  z, j , k, else all functions <£(:rj : 6, Xj : 
a;; Xfc) for (b, a) € £(£?,Xj) — Ef(xj,Xi) and I  ̂ i, j k; if j < fc, all functions 
4>{xj4>{xj  : b, xk : c; X[) for (ft,c) 6 E(xj,xk) — E'(xj7xk) and f ^ i, j , A;, else 
alll  functions « (̂x̂  : c, Xj : b\ x{) for (c,b) E E(xk,Xj) — E'{xklXj) and 

Noww it is easy to check that the following statement holds. 

F A CTT 4.3.8. The PC-4 algorithm is an instance of SGIISE whenever this algo-
rithmrithm iterates the above defined functions of type 6 and tp. 

Analys is s 

Ass in the case of (H)AC-4 and (H)AC-5, we need to define functions on the quotient 
sett P=MZ_Aj =HAC-4 to study PC-4 by means of SGI IS. Hence we define functions 
off  two types, 6 and $, as below. 

Inn order to obtain a more compact notation, we introduce the following short-
handd in the remaining of this subsection. 

CONVENTIONN 4 .3 .1. For every pair of distinct i, j — 1 , . . ., n, let B(xi,Xj) de-
notee B(xi7Xj) if i < j , else B(XJ,X{). 

Thuss B{xi1Xj) = B(xj,Xi), and this wil l simplify the presentation of thee functions 
forr SGI IS as below. 

TheThe G functions. For each pair (a,c) € C(xi,xk) in the 2 completion of P, 
andd j = 1 , . . ., n different from i and k, we define a function 0{xi : a, xk : c; Xj) 
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>> > 
thatt is the identity if (a,c) belongs to JlXitXk(C(xi,Xj) M C(xj,xk)); else it is the 
identityy almost everywhere except, possibly, on the set B(xj,xk) that is mapped 
intoo B'(xi,Xk), defined as follows: 

B'(xi,xB'(xi,xkk)) := B(xuxk) - {(a,c)} . 

TheThe $ functions. For each pair (a,c) G C(xi,xk) in the 2 completion of P, 
andd j T̂  i, k, we define a function <3>(xi : a, xk  c; Xj) that is the identity if 
(a,c)(a,c) E B(xi,Xk); else it is the identity almost everywhere except, possibly, on 
thee constraint on the variables Xi and Xj, and on the constraint on the variables 
XjXj and xk: 

B'fa,B'fa, Xj) := B{xt, Xj) n UXitX. (Bfa, xk) \Ak¥=c B(xk,Xj)) if i < j , 

B'{xj,Xi)B'{xj,Xi) \- B(xj,Xi)r\UXj<Xi{B(xi,xk)\Xk^cB(xk,Xj)) else, 

wheree IXIfĉ c results from the composition of first M and then selk^c; 

» » 
B'(xj,xB'(xj,xkk))  B'(xj,xk) n nXjtXk(B(xj,Xj) Mi?£a B{xuxk)) if j < k, 

__ S'(xfc, rEj) := £'(:*;*, Xj) D nXfc^(5(^i, Xj) Mi?ta ö(xi ; x*)) else, 

wheree Mj-^ results from the composition of first N and then seli â. 
Considerr now the 2-constraint ordering on P, see Subsection 2.5.2. We sum-

marisee the main properties of the above functions 0 and £ as in the following 
lemma. . 

LEMM AA 4.3.9. The above defined 0 and $ are monotone, stationary and infla-
tionarytionary on the 2-constraint order on the input problem; besides, if a 0 function 
isis the identity on the input problem, then it is the identity function.

Givenn Lemma 4.3.9 we can infer the following result as a corollary of Theo-
remm 3.4.10. 

COROLLARYY  4.3.10. Every execution of SGIIS, with input a finite CSP P and 
thethe above defined functions of type 0 and $? always terminates by computing the 
greatestgreatest path consistent problem that is equivalent to P.

Thee following lemma can be proved by an argument similar to that used in 
Lemmaa 4.2.11 for AC-4. 

LEMM AA  4.3.11. Every SGISE execution with 9 and 0 functions is =pc-4-equivalent 
toto an SGIS iteration with 0 and <S> functions.
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Noww we have all the technical results for proving the following statement. 

COROLLARYY  4.3.12 (PC-4). The PC-4 algorithm, with input a finite CSP P, 
alwaysalways terminates by computing the least common fixpoint of the above defined 
00 and <&  functions, that is the greatest path consistent problem, equivalent to the 
inputinput problem P. 

PROOF.. The claim follows by Lemma 4.3.11, Corollaries 3.4.16 and 4.3.10.

NOTEE 4.3.13. Note the difference in the termination conditions for PC-1 or PC-2 
versusversus PC-4. In the former two cases, we only need that the constraints are finite 
too ensure termination; hence, those algorithms can be applied and terminate in 
thee case of the Temporal CSP in Subsection 2.3.4. However, this is not the case 
forr PC-4: in fact the termination condition in Corollary 4.3.12 assumes that also 
domainss are finite. The reason is easy to explain via thee functions used for PC-4 in 
SGIIISEE or SGIIIS: these functions are parametrised by domain elements, hence 
wee have a finite number of F functions only if the input CSP domains are finite. 

4.44 Local Consistency 

4.4.11 Local Consistency as k Consistency 

InIn Section 4.2 and 4.3, we defined two properties of CSPs that gave rise to a 
numberr of constraint propagation algorithms: arc and path consistency. Freuder 
generalisedd both those properties to a general form of local consistency in [Fre78], 
Theree are two versions of this notion, a weak and a strong one, defined as below. 

Weakk consistency 

Considerr a CSP P :— (X,D, C) with n variables in X, and a scheme s of X of 
lengthh k. An assignment d for s is k consistent iff it satisfies every constraint C{s') 
off  P over a scheme s' of s. So, different levels, hence notions of local consistency 
cann be defined for the same problem P :=  (X, D, C): 

 the problem P is 1 consistent, or node consistent, iff, for every variable Xj 
off  P, the unary constraint C(x{) on Xi is contained in the domain D{ of Xi\ 

 given l < f c < | X | , P i s fc consistent iff every (k — 1) consistent assignment d 
forr P o ns can be extended to a A; consistent instantiation, for every possible 
extensionn s' ~ s U Xj of s. 

Supposee that k is equal to 2. Then arc consistency on binary CSPs, that are 
nodee consistent, clearly coincide with 2 consistency. The same holds for path 
consistency:: a binary CSP, node consistent, is path consistent iff it is 3 consistent. 
Wee summarise these properties as follows. 
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FACTT 4.4.1. 
(i).. A binary CSP, 1 consistent, is arc consistent iff it is 2 consistent. 
(ii) .. A binary CSP, 1 consistent and 2 complete, is path consistent iff it is 3 
consistent.consistent. Q 

Strongg local consistency 

AA stronger notion of local consistency can be defined as follows: a problem P := 
(X,D,C)(X,D,C) is strongly k-consistent, for 1 < k < \X\, iff it is j-consistent for every 
j<k. j<k. 

Noticee that requiring a problem to be strongly A; consistent is by far more 
demandingg than requiring it to be k consistent. A problem can be trivially k + 1 
consistent,, if there are not k consistent instantiations, which is not the case for 
strongg k consistency. Consider the following example. 

EXAMPLEE 4.4.2. Let P be the CSP on two variables, Xi and x2, and x$, domains 
equall  to {0,1} , and constraints on each scheme of two variables, forbidding that 
thesee are equal (see Example 2.5.4). This problem is clearly arc consistent, hence 
22 consistent: in fact, for each variable, there is an instantiation for it that satisfies 
alll  binary constraints of P. However, P is not strongly 2 consistent, nor consistent. 

Ass the above toy example suggests, if a problem is "sufficiently" strong consistent, 
thenn it is also consistent. We make the above claim precise as follows. The 
prooff  is easy, and the requirement that at least one domain should not be empty 
iss fundamental to guarantee the existence of a 1 consistent instantiation; see 
alsoo [Fre78]. 

FACTT 4.4.3. Consider a CSP P with k > 1 variables. If P is strongly k consis-
tent,tent, with at least one not-empty domain, then P is consistent.

Thus,, a strongly n consistent CSP is globally consistent, i.e., any consistent in-
stantiationn of a scheme of the variables can be extended to a consistent instanti-
ationn of all of the variables without backtracking. 

4.4.22 The KS Algorith m 

Thee KS algorithm by Cooper [Coo89] is an optimisation of the synthesis algorithm 
byy Freuder [Fre78]. Both algorithms enforce strong k consistency over a CSP; the 
formerr can enforce k consistency with a minor simplification. We shall account 
forr the whole strong k consistency algorithm by Cooper here, and explain how 
thee GIISE schema can be instantiated to it. 

Inn the following part, we need to extend a scheme or remove a variable from 
it,, i.e. to make use of both projection and join, see Subsection 2.5.1. Hereby, we 
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remindd the following abbreviations: if s is a scheme of variables and Xj £ s, then 
tt := SUXJ will denote the scheme on the set of variables of s plus Xj. Similarly, if 
XiXi is one of the variables in s, then r := s - {xi}  will stand in for the scheme on 
thee variables of s minus x{. Finally, if d G C(s), the variable Xj does not occur in 
ss and a e Dj, then e := d M a is the tuple of D [s U {XJ}} such that e [s] = d and 
ee [j] - a. 

Thee original algorithm 

Ass in the case of PC-4, also the Cooper algorithm enforces propagation at the level 
off  constraints by exploiting additional structures for efficiency reasons; namely to 
storee already checked values. 

Thee algorithm by Cooper is split in two main sub-programs: the initialisation 
processs takes place in the first step; then propagation is achieved by iteratively 
pruningg i inconsistent values, for all i < k. 

However,, the first sub-program of KS is only meant to construct structures, 
theree is no pruning of values. There, the KS algorithm reduces the input problem 
PP to a A; strong complete one, for some k not greater than the number of variables 
inn P\ so to an equivalent problem that has precisely one constraint per scheme, the 
lengthh of which is not greater than k, see also Subsection 2.4.2. In Appendix A, 
wee present the initialisation and propagation phases in Algorithm A.l ; these are 
slightlyy modified versions of the original, in which counters (e.g. Counter [d,r,j]) 
aree used to store the number of support values in place of the support values 
themselves,, as we instead do (e.g. via C(d,r,j)). In the second sub-program, a 
prunedd tuple d is chosen and the effects of its removal from C{t) are propagated 
inn two stages. Let i be the length of t. If i < k, first all (i + 1) consistent 
instantiationss d' such that d' [t]  = d are considered; then, if i > 1, all (i - 1) 
consistentt instantiations d' on schemes s of t are checked for supports if d' — d [s\. 

Thereforee we shall overlook the initialisation phase of KS when defining func-
tionss to instantiate SGIISE. Nevertheless, we are able to devise functions for SGIE 
thatt account for the optimal behaviour of the propagation phase of KS, compared 
too the synthesis algorithm by Freuder; in fact, those functions are defined on a set 
thatt exploits further structures than constraint orderings. Hence we shall define 
ann appropriate equivalence relation on the domain of those functions, and show 
thatt we can devise a constraint ordering on the quotient set. Then we shall study 
thiss instance of SGIISE by passing to the quotient set and functions on this for 
SGIS. . 

Instantiatio n n 

Thee equivalence structure. Consider a CSP P :=  {X,D,C} and assume 
thatt it is strongly k complete. Remind, from Subsection 2.4.2, that the process 
off  strong k completion amounts to constructing an equivalent problem that has 
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thee same variable scheme and domain set as the original one, but precisely one 
constraintt over each scheme. 

Now,, let PKS be the class of pairs (B,E) in which B is a constraint set in 
thee strong ^-constraint ordering on P (see Subsection 2.5.2), and E is a family 
off  structures, defined as follows: for each scheme s on X , Xj £ s and d G C(s), 
preciselyy one structure of the form 

E{d,s,xj)E{d,s,xj) := (Ej,{d,s,Xj)), 

forr Ej a subset of Dj, belongs to E. 
Thee binary relation =KS on PKS is defined as follows: 

(B,E)=(B,E)=KSKS(B',E'}iiïB(B',E'}iiïB = B'. 

Indeed,, =Ks is an equivalence relation and the quotient set PKS/=KS is isomorphic 
too the universe Ok of the strong fc-constraint ordering on P. 

Funct ions.. For each scheme s of X of length i and d 6 D[s], we define a 
functionn <̂ >(d, s, i) that propagates the i inconsistent instantiation d to all the 
ii  — 1 and i + 1 instantiations. Namely, if (B, E) is the input to <j>(d,  s, i), then the 
outputt value (B', E') differs from {B, E) at most in the following components if 
dd $. B(s), else <j)(d,s,i) is the identity everywhere: 

 in case i, the length of s, is less than k, then <f>(d, s, i) considers every Xk & s 
andd the resulting join scheme i : = s U {^jt} , and maps each such B(t) into 

B'(t)B'(t) := B(t) - (J {dMa} ; 
a€Da€Dk k 

 if i, the length of s, is greater than 1, then <f>(d, s, i) considers every Xj £ s, 
thee resulting projection scheme r :=  S—{XJ}, and modifies the sets E(r,e,j), 
forr each e G D(r), and B(r) as follows: 

" £ ' ( r , e , j)) := E(r,e, j) - {d[j}}  , 
B'(r)B'(r) := B(r)-{e : £ ' ( r ,e, j ) = 0}  . 

Th ee update operator. At this point, we are left to characterise the update 
operator:: if I l i0(e, s, i){B) ^ B, then update adds to G all the remaining F 
functionss 0(e, r,z - 1) or 4>(e',t,i + 1) such that e G B(r) — # ' ( r) and e' € 

Givenn the above definitions of the functions 0 and update, we can state the 
followingg result as fact. 

F A CTT 4.4.4. The propagation phase of Algorithm A.I in Appendix A is an in-
stancestance of SGIISE: JL is the input PKS? ^ne set F collects all the (j>  functions 
asas defined above; the set  collects all the <fi(d, s, i) functions such that d 6 
DD [s] — C(s); the update operator is instantiated as above. 
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Analysis s 

Givenn the CSP P, we have to define functions, say <ï>, over the strong fc-constraint 
orderingg on P. If we let Ok denote the universe of such constraint ordering on 
P,P, then, clearly, Ok is isomorphic to PKS/=KS- Moreover, we want each GIISE 
iterationn with the functions <f>  over PKS to be =Ks-equivalent to an GilS iteration 
withh the functions $ over Ok. Therefore, we define such functions $ as below. 

Functionss over Ok. We define a set of functions 0 over the strong ^-constraint 
orderingg on P. For each scheme s of length i of X and d € C{s)7 let $(s, d, i) be 
thee identity if d e B(s), else it modifies only the following subsets of the input B: 

 if i, the length of s, is strictly less than k, then $(s.d, i) considers every 
xxkk $L s and the resulting join scheme t :=  sU {xk}, and maps B(t) into 

B'(t):=B(t)-B'(t):=B(t)-  (J {rfM«} ; 
a£Da£Dk k 

 if i, the length of s, is strictly greater than 1, then $(d, s, i) considers every 
XjXj e s, the resulting projection scheme r :— s — {XJ}, and modifies B(r) as 
follows: : 

B{r)B{r)  - {d [r]}  if, for all d' e B(s), d' [r] = e 

yieldss d' [XJ] = d [XJ] , 

B(r)B(r) else. 

Clearly,, the $ functions are monotone, inflationary and stationary with respect 
too the strong fc-constraint ordering on P. The following lemma collects the main 
propertiess of these functions that will be used to study SGI IS for the Cooper 
algorithm. . 

COROLLARYY  4.4.5. 
(i).. A CSP P is strongly k consistent iff it is a common fixpoint of the $ func-

tions,tions, hence their least one with respect to the strong k-constraint order on P. 
(ii) .. The <ï> functions are monotone, stationary and inflationary with respect to 
thethe strong k-constraint order on P; besides, each  function that does not modify 
thethe input problem is the identity. D 

Thee proof of the equivalence of the considered instantiations of SGIISE and 
SGII  IS is analogous to that for HAC-4. 

B'{r)B'{r)  := 
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LEMMAA 4.4.6- SGIISE with the (f> functions over PKs is =KS-equivalent to SGIIS 
withwith the $ functions over Ok = PRS/ =KS- D 

Therefore,, we infer the following result from Corollary 4.4.5, Theorem 3.4.10, 
thee above Lemma 4.4.6 and Corollary 3.4.16. 

COROLLARYY  4.4.7 (KS). The KS algorithm over a finite problem P terminates by 
computingcomputing the least fixpoint of the functions <£> as above defined; i. e., the greatest 
stronglystrongly k consistent problem that is equivalent to P.

4.55 Relational Consistency 

Whereass in A; and strong A; consistency, variables and their instantiations are 
thee key notions, in the definition of relational consistency as below, relations 
ratherr than variables are under analysis. In this section we define this new notion 
off  consistency, as in [DvB97], and prove that the basic algorithm schema for 
enforcingg it is an instance of GI. 

DEFINITIONN 4.5.1. Consider a CSP with constraint set C, and scheme X. As-
sumee that C' := {C(si) , . . ., C(sn)} is a subset of distinct constraints in C, and 
ss is the join scheme of S\,..., sn. 

 Let f be a scheme of 5. Then C' is relationally m consistent relative to t 
iff  any t consistent instantiation can be extended to an s instantiation that 
satisfiess M? R(si). 

 The set C' is relationally (i, m) consistent if it is relationally m consistent 
relativerelative to each scheme t of s, that has length i. If C' is relationally (i, m) 
consistentt for every i < m, then it is relationally m consistent. 

 A CSP is relationally (i, m) consistent if every subset of m constraints in C 
iss such. The characterisation of relational m consistency is analogous. 

 A CSP is strongly relational (i, m) consistent if it is (i, k) relational consis-
tentt for each k < m. The characterisation of strong relationally m consis-
tencytency is analogous. 

Too illustrate the above defined notions, we copy the following example directly 
fromm [DvB97]. 
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EXAMPLEE 4.5.2. Consider the CSP over the scheme X :— X\,x2, x3, x4. x5. where 
thee domains of the variables are all D = {a, b, c} and the relations are given by, 

C{x2,, x3, x4,x5) :— {(a, a, a, a), (b, a, a. a), (a, b, a, a), (a, a, b, a), (a, a, a, b)} 

C{xC{x11,x,x22,x,xss)) := {(ft,a, &), (c,&,c),(&ta,c)}. 

Thee constraints are not relationally 2 consistent. For example, the instantiation 
X2X2 = a, X3 = b, x4 = b is &  consistent instantiation as it trivially satisfies all 
thee applicable constraints. Similarly, the constraints are not relationally 3 con-
sistent.. For example, the instantiation x\ = c, x2 = b, x3 — a, x4 = a is, trivially, 
aa consistent instantiation, but it does not have an extension to x5 that satis-
fiesfies C(x2,x3,X4,z5) and C(xi,x2,x5) simultaneously. If we add the constraints 
C(xC(x22)) = C(x3) = C(x4) = {a} and C(xi) = C(x5) = {6} , the set of solutions of 
thee CSP does not change, and it can be verified that the CSP is both relationally 
22 and 3 consistent. 

Ass the authors of [DvB97] remark, when all the problem constraints are binary, 
relationall  m consistency is identical (up to minor preprocessing) to variable-based 
mm consistency. The virtue in their notion of relational m consistency is that it can 
bee embedded, naturally, into algorithms for enforcing desired levels of relational 
mm consistency, and it allows a simple generalisation of k consistency. 

However,, as for A; consistency and hyper-arc consistency, verifying relational 
mm consistency can be exponential even for relational 2 consistency, if the arity of 
thee constraints is not bound. 

4.5.11 The RC(im) Algorithm 

Thee original algorithm for relational m consistency, called RCm, is, in the authors' 
words,, "a brute-force algorithm for enforcing strong relational m consistency on a 
CSP".. In the remainder of the present subsection, we use GI to enforce relational 
(i,m)(i,m) consistency in the spirit of RCm (cf. [DvB97]), and then analyse this is 
instancee of GI. 

Instantiation n 

Considerr a CSP P :=  (X,D,C). To instantiate the Gil algorithm to RC(j,m) on 
P.P. we need to provide the following components: 

1.. a partial ordering on P; 

2.2. functions on the chosen partial ordering; 

3.. the specification of the update operator. 
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Partia ll  ordering. To enforce relational (i,m) consistency, we employ the i 
constraintt ordering on P as partial ordering. Thus we assume P :=  {X, D, C) to 
bee i complete; else we complete it as in Subsection 2.5.2. 

Functions.. Consider B in the i constraint ordering on P. Assume a scheme s, 
andd a scheme t of s such that the length of t is i. Thus consider m constraints 
B(si),B(si),...,..., B(sm) of B such that s — (J™ s»> a nd denote 

ss := ( s i , . . . , sm) . 

Finally,, define the function a(t, s, s) as follows on B: if B' :— o-(t,s,s)(B), then 
B'B' differs from B for the constraint on t, this being 

B'{t)B'{t) :=B(t)nll t{MSizs B(Si)). 

Iff  B'(t) is the empty set, then a(t,s, s) sets the whole B to the empty set. Else 
alll  the other constraints in B are unaffected by a(t, s, s). 

Thee update operator. The update operator returns the empty set if B'(t) is 
empty.. Else, it adds all the constraints of the problem to G for further inspection. 
Clearly,, this choice of the update operator could be optimised in a number of 
ways;; for instance, by requiring that update should only add the relations which 
aree affected by the change of B(t). 

Analysis s 

Att this point, it is routine to check that the functions a(t, s, s) are idempotent, 
monotonee and inflationary over the i constraint ordering. 

LEMM AA 4.5.3. 
(i)(i)  A CSP P := (X,D,C) is relational (i,m) consistent iff C is a common 
fixpointfixpoint of all the functions of the form a(t,s, s), hence the last one with respect 
toto the i constraint ordering on P. 
(ii)(ii)  Each function a(t,s,s) is idempotent, monotone and inflationary with respect 
toto the i constraint ordering on P.

Fixx now a CSP P. By instantiating the Gil algorithm with the above defined 
functionss ff(t,s,a), we get the algorithm RC(j,m). Thus we can prove that this 
algorithmm enjoys the following properties as a consequence of Theorem 3.4.4. 

COROLLARYY 4.5.4 (RC(itm)). Consider a CSP P :— (X,D,C) with finite con-
straints.straints. Suppose that P is binary. Then RC(,im) on P always terminates by 
computingcomputing the greatest relational (i, m) consistent problem that is equivalent to 
P;P; that is the least common fixpoint of the a(t, s, s) functions, defined as above. 
D D 
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Thee above result completes our analysis of quite a number of constraint propa-
gationn algorithms. In the following section, we summarise what we have learnt 
fromm this analysis, and so conclude the present chapter. 

4.66 Conclusions 

4.6.11 Synopsis 

InIn this chapter, we describe and analyse a series of constraint propagation algo-
rithmss through the unifying framework of SGI iterations, see Chapter 3. Prop-
ertiess of the algorithms are interpreted as properties of functions, so that the 
verificationn of the algorithms becomes a straightforward application of the theo-
reticall  results obtained for SGI function iterations. 

Thuss these algorithms are separated into classes, according to the space the 
correlatedd functions prune of inconsistencies: see the rightmost column in Ta-
blee 4.1. Then a more refined analysis differentiates between the algorithms that 
pertainn to the same class. In Table 4.1, such differences are expressed in the 
followingg terms: functions, whether these are related to sets (i.e., domains or 
constraints)) or points (i.e., values in domains or tuples in constraints); properties 
off  functions, (i.e. commutativity, inflationarity, stationarity and idempotency) 
usedd to avoid fruitless while loops, via an efficient instantiation of update. 

Algorithms s 

AC-1 1 
AC-3 3 

AC-4 4 

PC-1 1 
PC-2 2 

PC-4 4 

KC C 

RC(i,m) ) 

Functions s 

set t 
set t 

point t 

set t 
set t 

point t 

point t 

set t 

update update 

Axiomm 3.3.1 
commutativity y 

andd idempotency 
stationarity, , 
inflationarity y 
idempotency y 

Axiomm 3.3.1 
commutativity y 

andd idempotency 
stationarity, , 
inflationarity y 

andd idempotency 

stationarity, , 
inflationarity y 

andd idempotency 

idempotency y 

Searchh Space 

domainn ordering 
domainn ordering 

domainn ordering 

2-constraintt ordering 
2-constraintt ordering 

2-constraintt ordering 

(strong)) ^-constraint ordering 

i-constraintt ordering 

Tablee 4.1: Constraint propagation algorithms and their comparison through SGI. 
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4.6.22 Discussion 

Thee framework of SGI iterations allows us to verify various constraint propaga-
tionn algorithms in a systematic and uniform way, and compare them as above. 
Thee more traditional ways of verifying the correctness of those algorithms are 
complicatedd by the diversity of structures or representation of CSPs adopted in 
them;; cf. the algorithms in Appendix A. Besides, this heterogeneity complicates 
theirr direct comparison, which is usually done only by examples. 

Inn the cases of (H)AC-4, (H)AC-5, PC-4 and KS, CSP constraints and domains 
aree pruned of inconsistencies by means of additional support structures, used for 
timee efficiency reason; these have to be "scraped away" through an equivalence 
relationn (i.e., passing from SGIISE to SGI IS) to obtain functions that modify do-
mainss or constraints in a monotonie manner. This complicates the verification 
proofss and the simplicity of GI gets slightly lost. Nevertheless, at the level of do-
mainss and constraints, also those algorithms work in a monotone and inflationary 
manner:: i.e., they all iterate functions that satisfy our Axioms 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 
Thiss results from the analysis conducted in this chapter. 

Thiss same analysis can be extended to algorithms like bound-consistency 
(seee [Apt99a]) that iterates functions defined on specific domains: intervals of 
reall  numbers. Other algorithms for arc consistency such as AC-6 can be studied 
throughh SGI as well. 

Thee AC-6 algorithm exploits the same intuitions behind AC-4: functions are 
sett based, in that each function ƒ is associated with a specific value c in a domain, 
andd searches whether c is consistent with a given constraint of the problem. The 
mainn difference is that AC-6 functions searches for only a single value b such that 
thee pair of b and c belongs to the given constraint; whereas AC-4 searches for all 
suchh b. Therefore, functions for AC-6 do not perform a universal selection but a 
sortt of existential selection: i.e., they stop their search when a value that satisfies 
certainn properties is found. In AC-6, this is achieved by imposing a total order 
onn each domain and selecting always the minimum value in the ordering that 
satisfiess the required properties. 

Wee shall clarify this difference, between the so-called universal and existen-
tiall  selection in Chapter 6. First, we enrich our class of constraint propagation 
algorithmss by studying non-standard constraints. The new algorithms are briefly 
presentedd in the following chapter, where they are still described and analysed 
viaa SGI iterations. 




